
How Digital Marketing Is Properly Done. 

 

One of the running themes going in the world of digital marketing is also one of its 

biggest lies, if we are honest with you: that it’s an easy profession and that anyone 

can do it without much preparation. That it’s “just posting stuff”. 

We couldn’t be further away from the truth with that statement. 

This belief has led people in all kinds of brands to do things their own way with no 

particular set of strategies or preparations, causing pretty negative results in their 

digital marketing campaigns. Most of these campaigns have made mistakes of this 

nature: 

- Posting content with no specific goal or target beyond just reaching out to 

people. 

- Not having a specific audience; just trying to cover as much ground as 

possible with publication, tweet or whatnot. 

- Not surrounding you with an adequate and professional staff regarding this 

particular field. 

- Not studying the market to see what are the best campaigns that suit your 

brand and what you can do. 

- Not developing your brand’s aesthetic on social media, separating yourself 

from the rest; in this case, most people just stick to basic imagery, 

terminology and many other things. 

- There is no actual promotion. No ads, no campaigns, no support from 

influencers… no nothing. Basically, just posting content time and time again 

in the hopes of reaching out to people. 

All of this is wrong, of course. Digital marketing is a field that has been very in-

demand over the last few years and it’s very likely to carry on that way for the 

foreseeable future. Which is why some of the biggest brands in the whole word 



decide to hire the services of an agency specialized in this field because of the 

following reasons: 

- First and foremost, they are experts on the matter. It’s like going to the 

doctor; you are always going to preferred be treated by someone who is a 

specialist on that area because you feel much more secured and safe. It’s 

the same with an agency: they can provide knowledge, expertise and 

savviness to your brand, improving your digital marketing levels to greater 

heights. 

- It gives you time to focus on other aspects of your brand. You may not 

be an expert on digital marketing, so why not giving that particular area to 

an agency that makes a living off it and focus your energy and resources on 

other aspects? This way you keep on improving on digital marketing while 

your time is invested in other sections that may require more of your input. 

- They can develop better campaigns because they have far more 

experience. Never underestimate the importance of experience when it 

comes to this particular field; people who have been working on digital 

marketing for years have a greater grasp of what works and what doesn’t, 

which is the case of a good agency, so it’s important you take that into 

consideration. 

The most important aspect of hiring a digital marketing agency is something we 

have to develop on its own: they can develop a digital marketing strategy for you. 

This is big for you because a strategy can make or break your brand, so this is why 

an agency plays a big role in its development. A digital marketing strategy can: 

- Develop your brand at long term. These strategies tend to be long-term 

plans in order for the brand to grow on a steady pace, not too fast, not too 

slow. 

- It has goals on short, medium and long term. Therefore, you and your brand 

would always have a clear notion of where you’re heading to and why; this 

is great for people that don’t have a pretty good understanding of what to do 

in digital marketing, so a strategy of this nature can be quite helpful. 



- The strategy allows you to understand that digital marketing is not about 

you, but about your audience. You are going to have a bigger understanding 

of what your audience wants and needs because you are going to invest a 

lot of time to know them, to do research on your target audience and many 

other things. 

- You’ll know now that digital marketing is a full time job and you’ll know that 

needs to be taken care of by the most professional people in this regard. 

This is a field that is getting more and more competitive as years go by, so 

it’s important you develop a strategy with an agency that helps you stay in a 

competitive and fruitful level. 

Digital marketing is way more than just posting content; if it were that way then 

everybody would be successful at that and they are not, obviously. But that 

shouldn’t stop you from trying to do better and to aim better; surround yourself with 

the likes of a great agency and a great working staff to get the ball rolling in this 

particular aspect of your brand. The faster, the better. 

The hardest part of digital marketing is to start. 


